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Tension-torsion in a circular bar of elastic, linear-strain-hardening 
and rate-sensitive material 

S. A. MEGUID (CRANFIELD) 

A NUMERICAL solution of the elastic-linear strain hardening behaviour of a solid cylindrical 
bar, made of a homogeneous, isotropic and rate-dependent material, subjected to proportional 
and non-proportional deformation programmes of twist and stretch, without · unloading or 
reversed loading, is presented. In this investigation the material is assumed to yield according 
to the von Mises criterion and then to follow a rate-dependent post-yield constitutive law of 
the Perzyna type. The material is also assumed to work-harden isotropically and this hardening. 
is unaffected by the rate of straining. The analysis is applicable in . the medium rate range where 
inertia effects are negligible: Several different deformation paths are investigated and the result
ing stresses and load-torque trajectories are calculated. For each deformation path, numerical 
solution of the governing system of quasi-linear partial differential equations gave the loading 
trajectories and the radial variations of the stress field at selected times. Comparison with 
predictions of a rate-dependent but non-work-hardening material is also made. The load tra
jectories computed for the different rectilinear straining paths show that, for a considerable 
length of the post-yield deformation path, the slope of the trajectory is essentially equal to that 
which would correspond to elastic straining. This slope changes, however, before the trajectory 
crosses the limiting state locus of the non-work-hardening materia]. 

Przedstawiono rozwi~nie numeryczne dla pr~ta o pelnym przekroju kolowym wykonaneg<> 
z materialu spr~:iysto-plastycznego o liniowym wzmocnieniu. Material pr~ta jest jednorodny, 
izotropowy i wrazliwy na pr~kosc odksztalcenia, a programy obci~nia silami rozci~gaj~cymi: 
i momentami skr~j~cymi ~ proporcjonalne lub nieproporcjonalne i nie zawieraj~ odci~nia 
lub obci~nia przeciwnego. W rozwai:aniach przyj~to, i.e material plynie zgodnie z kryterium 
von Misesa, a nast~pnie podlega prawu konstytutywnemu typu Perzyny dla material6w wra:ili
wych na pr~kosc odksztalcepia. Zalozono r6wniez izotropowe wzmocnienie materialu nie
zalezne od pr~dko8ci odksztalcenia. Analiza stosuje si~ do przypadk6w o umiarkowanej pr~d
ko8ci odksztalcania, w · kt6rych zaniedbac mo:ina wplyw czlon6w inercyjnych. Rozpatrzon<> 
kilka r6:inych dr6g obci~nia i obliczono odpowiadaj~ce im trajektorie sil i moment6w. Dla 
ka:idej drogi obci~nia rozwi~nie numeryczne odpowiedniego ukladu quasi-liniowych,. 
c~stkowych r6wnan r6zniczkowych podaje trajektorie obci~i.en oraz promieniowy rozklad 
pola napr~nia dla wybranych warto8ci czasu. Wyniki por6wnano z .danymi doty~cymi ma
terial6w wrazliwych na pr~dkosc odksztalcenia bez wzmocnienia. Traj~ktorie obci~i.en obliczone 
dla r6:inych prostoliniowych dr6g odksztalcenia pokazuj~. i.e przy dostatecznie dlugich drogach 
deformacji po uplastycznieniu, nachylenie trajektorii jest w zasadzie takie samo jak w przypadku 
odksztalcenia spr~:iystego. Nachylenie to zmienia si~ jednak przed przeci~iem przez trajektori~ 
miejsca geometrycznego stan6w granicznych dla ciala bez wzmocnienia. 

IIpe~crasneHO tmCJiemme pemeHHe MH crep>KHH c noJIHhiM J<pyroBbiM celleHHeM, ll3ro
ToBne:HIIoro H3 ynpyro-nnacrJNecKoro MaTepHana c JlllHeiblbiM ynpoli:HeHI{e~. MaTepllan 
crep>KHH OAHOPO.Z:UU,IH, ll30TJ)OnHbiH llllyBCTBHTeJieH Ha CKOpDCTL ~e<l>oP.M~, a nporpaMMbl 
Harpy>KeHHH paCTHriiBaK>mHMil CMaMH ll CJ<pylli{BaK>mllMH MOMeHTaMH nponopiUfOHaJibHbi 
llJIH HenponopUI{OHaJibHbl H He COAep>KaT p33rpy3KI{ HJIIl npontBOITOJIO>KHOro Harpy>KeHHH. 
B paccy~eHWIX npHHJlMaeTCR, llTO MaTepHaJI TelleT cornaCHo KpHTepHJO Mllaeca, a aaTeM 
no,wie>KilT onpeAemnomeMy 38KOHY THna lls>KHHa MH MaTepllanoB llyBCTBHTenbHbiX Ha CKo
POCTL ~e<l>op:\umHH. llpeMo>KeHo TO>Ke ll30TPQnHoe ynpollHeHHe MaTepllana He3aBHCHIIUte 
OT CK<?POCTil ~e<l>opMaxnm. AHa.mta np:aMeWieTCH MH cJzy'laeB c yMepeHHbiMH CKopoCTHMH 
.n;e<l>opMaxnfll, B KOTOpbiX MO>KHO npeHe6pel!b BJIIlHHHeM I{HePTHbiX llJieHOB. PacCMOTpeHO 
HeCKOJILKO p33HbiX nyre:H Harpy>KeHHH ll BbNI{CJieHbi OTBellaK>mlle HM -rpaeKTOplUl CHJI 
ll MOMeHTOB. ,lLrnl Ka~oro nyTH Harpy>KeHil.R ttllCJieHI!oe pemeHI{e oTBellaK>meii: CllCTeMbi 
KB33HJIHHeiblbiX AH<I><I>epeHI.lllanbHbiX ypaBHemdi B llaCTHbiX IIPOil3BO.Z:UU,IX ~aeT -rpaeKTOPilll 
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Harp}'>l<emdi H ~am.Hoe pacnpe~eJieHHe nom~ HanpH>Kemdi ~ Jl36paHHLIX MO.KeHTOB 
BpeMeJW. Pe3yJI&TaTbi cpaBHeH&I c ~amtbiMil, KaCaiOI.IUfMilCH MaTePllaJIOB qyBCTBJlTeJILHhiX 
Ha CKOpOCTL ~e!l>opM~ 6e3 ynpotiHeHHH. TpaeKTOPHll Harp}'>l<emtit, Bbi"lllCJieHHLie ~.IDI 
pa3m.IX npHMOJIHHeiiHLIX nyteit ~e!l>opM~ll, nOK113bWa10T, ttto npH ~OCTBTOliHO .z:tJ]HHHb1X 

nyT.fiX Ae<i>oMP~ noCJie nepexo~a B IIJIBCTHtleCKoe COCTOHH}le, HaKJIOH rpaeKTOpltll B npiUI
IWie TaKOH >Ke caM, KaK B CJIYllae ynpyroit ~e<i>oPMrunot. 3TOT HaKJIOH ll3MeHHeTCH 0~0 
nepe~ nepeceqeHHeM 'llepe3 rpaeKTOpmo reoMerpWJeCKoro MeCTa npe~em.HhiX cocroHmtit 
~ TeJia 6e3 ynpoliHeHJlH. 

1. Introduction 

IN Two recent publications, MEGUID and CAMPBELL [1] and MEGUID, CAMPBEIL and 
MALVERN' [2] examined the effect of the deformation path upon the resulting stresses and 
loads for a rate sensitive but non-work-hardening material. In these two articles the ma
terial behaviour was assumed to follow Perzyna's rate-dependent constitutive laws and 
to yield according to the von Mises yield criterion. The radial variations of the stresses and 
loads were determined numerically using a finite-difference scheme. Analytical expressions 
for limit state stresses and loads for a rigid-perfectly-plastic and rate-sensitive material 
were determined and discussed in terms of extension/twist ratio, strain rate and some 
·characteristic constants used to define the material. 

In this paper an attempt is made to extend the previous MEGUID et al. [1] and [2] work 
to materials that strain harden. The hardening model assumed in this article is a simple 
-one. It is isotropic, rate-insensitive and linear; the linearity is between the equivalent 
stress and equivalent strain (see Eq. (2.5)). As in [1] and, [2], the effects ofpost-yielddeform~
tion upon the radial variations of the stresses and loads as a result of following different 
-straining routes are discussed. These radial variations of the stresses and loads are then 
-compared with the previous results obtained from considering a rate-sensitive but non-
work-hardening material behaviour (described in details in [1] and [2D. 

l. Theoretical analysis 

The details of the analytical and numerical procedures adopted in this investigation 
are de~cribed in MEGUID and CAMPBELL (1]. We present here only a SUJDmary ofd.e techni
ques used, together with necessary alterations needed to accommodate the linear-strain
hardening effects. 

The theoretical analysis employs a cylindrical coordinate system (r, (J and zl with the 
z-axis taken to coincide with the bar axis. Because of axial symmetry displacerrents, ve
locities, strains, strain rates and stresses must be independent of the circumferential va
riable 0. Since the bar cross-section is uniform along the axial direction, the cotqlatibility 
condition reduces to 

(2.1) oe, +2 oeo = er:/-eo 
or or r ' 

where e, and e8 are the deviatoric strains in the radial and tangential directions, re~vely. 
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Equilibrium of the bar in the radial direction gives 

(2.2) 

The other two equilibrium equations are identically satisfied. 
In problems involving a multiaxial state of stress it is necessary to have a general rela

tionship between the components of the stress and strain rate tensors. In the present stu
dy we adopt PERZYNA's [3, 4] incremental post-yield constitutive laws which may be 
expressed as the following relation between the deviatoric strain rate tensor eij and the 
deviatoric stress tensor sii: 

(2.3) oeu = _I_ osti ~ _!.!!__ (,~.,.(- _)) ot 2G ot + 2 a '~' (J, e ' 

where t/J@, e) is a plastic stress-strain rate function(!). Here G is the shear modulus and 
1 

d is the von Mises equivalent stress defined as d = { ~ s1rr11) 

2
. In the present application 

of the theory the following modified form of t/J, suggested by PERZYNA [3, 4] as a gen
eralisation of the uniaxial formulation of CowPER and SYMo'Nos [5], was used, i.e. 

(2.4) </>(fJ) = C ( er~£) -I )'. 
where a{e) is the instantaneous quasi-static yield stress, and for a linear-strain-hardening 
materjal it may be expressed as a linear function of the quasi-static equivalent strain e, viz. 

(2.5) (J(e} = (1-r.t)(Jo+ctEe for e >eo. 

( )

1/2 

Here e is the von Mises equivalent strain defined as e = J de = f ~ de;1deiJ , a is 

the ratio between the plastic and elastic moduli for a bilinear material, flo is the initial 
quasi-static yield stress and E is the Young's modulus. 

The numerical analysis may be simplified by normalising the normal stresses and 
strains by their initial quasi-static yield values (]0 and e0 and the shear stresses and strains 
by k0 and y0 • Normalised quantities are denoted by boldface type, e.g. flz = (Jz/(]0 , a= 
= (tj(J0 and y = y/y0 • Let us also introduce a non-dimensional time parameter). which 
is defined by A. = Ct, where C is a material constant defined in Eq. (2.4), and a non-di
mensional radial coordinate defined by r = r I R, where R is the bar radius. 

If Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) are combined together, the result in a normalised form is as 
follows: 

(2.6) aeu = (I ) asu ~ !.!.!__ ( a _1 )
6 
!!_ 

oA. +v oA. + 2 a a(e) (Jo • 

Equation (2.6) together with the non-dimensional form of the compatibility condition (2.1) 
and equilibrium equation (2.2) form a set of quasi-linear partial differential equations of 
the first order which may be integrated numerically, using a finite difference scheme, 

e> The symbol <•> represents • if. > 0, zero if.~ 0. 
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along the characteristics r = constant and A = constant from known boundary and initial 
conditions. Calculations proceeded by forward difference from the bar centre. In each 
time increment, dA, it was necessary to solve six nonlinear simultaneous equations in the 
unknown variables e, e6, s,, s1h 't', and a. 

Numerical solution of the governing equations gave the deviatoric stresses and strains 
as functions of r and A. The conventional stresses and strains were then calculated from 
the elastic compressibility condition and t~e known E: and y at selected times A. Finally, 
the normalised axial load P and torque T acting on the bar were calculated by approximate 
numerical integration(l). 

If the rate-dependent material investigated is of the rigid-perfectly-plastic type, a closed 
form solution of the stresses and loads may be obtained. These solutions are referred to 
in this article as the limit state. The details of the calculations of the normalised limit 
state load P* and torque T* can be found in MEGUID and CAMPBELL [I]. 

3. Analysis of results 

In order to examine the hardening effect upon the resulting stresses and loads, it was 
felt necessary to follow the same proportional and non-propor~ional deformation paths 
investigated earlier by MEGUID and CAMPBELL [1] and recently by MEGUID, COOBELL 
and MALVERN [2], but for a non-work-hardening material. This enables us to compare 
the stress and load fields. 

Pour types of deformation path were investigated, as follows: 
1) The bar is extended quasi-statically to the initial yield point (Ez = 1); the extension 

is then held constant while the angle of twist is increased at a uniform rate giving a maxi-

mum equivalent strain rate 1J = ( ~ £11 £11 )''

2 

= 0.02C. 

· Extension 

FIG. 1. Types of deformation paths investigated (see Table 1 for details). 

e> P and Tare normalised by their initial quasi-state yield values in simple tension and pure shear, 
respectively. 
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2) The bar is twisted quasi-statically until it yields at its surface (y = 1 at r = l); 
the angle of twist is then held constant while the bar is extended at a constant rate corresp
onding to rJ = 0.02C. 

3) The bar is simultaneously extended and twisted so that (y I e,) is constant and the 
equivalent strain rate at the bar surface is again 0.02C. 

4) The bar is twisted quasi-statically to the initial yield point, as in 22), and then 
simultaneously extended and twisted as in 23). 

Figure 1 indicates these four types of deformation path, and Table 1 gives the details o~ 
the particular paths chosen, together with the P* and T* values as calculated from the 
limit state closed form solutions corresponding to the rigid-perfectly-plastic and rate-sensi
tive material. 

Table 1. Data for the proportional and non-proportional deformation paths investigated. 
(Maximum strain rate 1'J = 0.02C for all paths) 

Angle of load 
Initial Yield Limit Statee) Path No. Type of path trajectory for elastic 

straining Po To P* T* 

(1) Extension, then 
twisting 90° 0 0 1.905 

(2) Twisting, then 
extension oo 0 1.457 ·o 

(3) Proportional 
straining 600 0.5 0.866 1.03 1.388 

(4) Twisting, then 
proportional strain-
ing 71.6° 0 0.954 1.479 

e> These limit state loads and torques correspond to a material which is rigid perfectly plastic and 
rate-sensitive. 

The numerical calculations were carried out using the following values for the material 
constants: 

'JI = 0.28, ~ = 5 and a= 0.05. 

These are typical of the experimental data for mild steel, the values for C and ~ being 
those determined by BoDNER and SYMoNos [6] from the results of MANJOINE [7]. 

For all the straining paths considered, the computed normalised radial and transverse 
stresses a, and a0 were very small compared with the main active stresses a, and 1:' ·and 
can be ignored for all practical applications. A similar result has been obtained by MEGUID 

and CAMP~ELL [I] for a rate-sensitive but non-work-hardening material and by BROOKS [8] 
in an earlier work for a work-hardening but rate-insensitive material behaviour. 

The general trend of the stresses and load resulting from following the different de
formation paths are similar. Therefore, it was felt unnecessary to investigate all the four 
straining paths. In this article only path (2) will be considered in some details. This will 
be followed by a summary of the four load trajectories. 

3* 
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FIG. 2. Normalised results for path (2): (a) shear stress, (b) axial stress, (c) equivalent stress and (d) load
ing trajectory. Perforated curves represent the solution for a rate-sensitive but non-work-hardening material. 

Figures 2 show the variation in the shear stress 't', axial stress az and equivalent stress a 
for path (2), and 4( d) shows the corresponding load trajectory in the (P, T) plane. For 
constant quasi-static twisting of the bar, the shear stress distribution is linear (zero at 
the bar centre and unity at the bar outer boundary). As the deformation continues and 
A increases, the axial stresses Gz start to develop while the linear distribution of the shear 
stresses remains unchanged. As A continues to increase, the shear stresses start to decrease 
at and near the bar outer boundary and the axial stresses continue to increase. The ·increase 
in az develops faster than the decrease in 't', such that the equivalent stress a increases 
from its linear distribution corresponding to the quasi-static twisting of the bar ~owards 
the over-stress value relating to what is known as the limiting state condition for a rigid
perfectly-plastic and rate-sensitive material at the given equivalent strain rate 'YJ· Although 
the general shapes ofthe stress distributions (axial and shear) are similar to those determined 
from the non-work-hardening model [1], the stress levels in thi& study are in general higher. 
Note that the deformation time is double that of the early investigations [1, 2]. 
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From comparison of the twist-extension and the normalised torque-load plot, it ap
pears that during the early stages of post-yield deformation the two paths are similar. Ho
wever, when P exceeds about 1, 't' decreases significantly while az continues to increase 
with increasing time A.. This results in a decrease in · the torque T and an increase in the 
load P. As the deformation continues, the load trajectory crosses what is known as the 
limit state locus for a rigid perfectly plastic and rate-sensitive material behaviour. The 
perforated curve . shows the elasto-plastic solution for a rate-sensitive but non-work
hardening material together with the limit state locus for 'YJ = 0.02 C. 

~ 
~ r---t-__._(2)~-

(1) 

2.00 

Extension 

0.50 

FIG. 3. Normalised load-torque trajectories for the four prescribed deformation paths. ·Perforated curves 
represent the solution for a rate-sensitive but non-work-hardening material. 

Figure 3 sums up the load trajectories resulting from following the different deformation 
paths investigated. It is clear that, during the early stages of post-yield deformation, 
features similar to those presented earlier for a rate-sensitive but non-work-hardening 
material are noticed. The load tr,ajectories computed for the different deformation paths 
show that during these early stages of post-yield deformation the slope of the trajectory 
is essentially equal to that which would correspond to elastic straining. After a considerable 
change has occurred in torque (as in path (1)) or load (as in path (2)) or both (as in paths (3) 
and (4)), the slope of the trajectory changes as the load and torque approach the limit 
state locus which corresponds to a rigid-perfectly-plastic and rate-sensitive material be
haviour. As the deformation continues, the trajectories of the hardening material cross 
this limit state locus of the non-hardening material. 
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4. Conclusions 

The problem of combined extension and twisting of a solid circular bar of rate-sensitive 
and linear-strain-hardening material has been solved numerically for various proportional 
and non-proportional straining paths. 

The computed normalised radial and circumferential stresses were found to be very small 
compared to the axial and shear stresses and can be ignored for all practical applications. 
The distribution of these latter normalised stresses and the load trajectory in normalised 
tension-torque space have been determined and plotted for four particular straining paths. 
For these calculations' the material behaviour was taken to be governed by Perzyna's 
rate-dependent constitutive relation, the yield criterion being that of von Mises and the 
numerical constants appropriate to mild steel. The linear-work-hardening was assumed 
to be isotropic and rate-insensitive. 

Features similar to those presented in an early investigation by MEGUID and CAMPBELL 
for a rate sensitive but non-work hardening material are noticed. The load trajectories 
computed for rectilinear straining paths show that during the early stages of post-yield 
deformation the slope of the trajectory is essentially equal to that which would correspond 
to elastic straining. After a considerable change has occurred in load or torque or both, 
the slope of the trajectory changes as the load and torque approach what is known as 
the limit state locus for a rigid-perfectly-plastic and rate-sensitive material. As the de
formation continues the load trajectory crosses this limit state locus. 
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